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speeches from the last year of malcolm x s life through which readers can follow the evolution of his views on
racism u s intervention in the congo and vietnam capitalism socialism political action and more to understand this
remarkable man one must turn to malcolm x speaks all but one of the speeches were made in those last eight
tumultuous months of his life after his break with the black muslims when he was seeking a new path in their pages
one can begin to understand his power as a speaker and to see more clearly than in the autobiography of malcolm
x the political legacy he left his people in its struggle for full emancipation this book will have a permanent place in
the literature of the afro american struggle i f stone in new york review of books formidably articulate especially in
terms of international political analysis w hat made malcolm x dangerous in the eyes and ears of the federal bureau
of investigation was his cogent critique of not just violent white racism but of u s imperialism and his ability to
connect both practices globe and mail canadaforeword eight page photo section index
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this publication presents a selection of quotes from the speeches and statements of un secretary general kofi annan
covering the period from his election as secretary general in december 1996 through march 1998 taken together
the secretary general s statements during his first year in office constitute a wide ranging commentary on the
challenges faced by the international community and are a guide to united nations policies and to its efforts to
realize the goals of its founding charter publisher s description
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from 1997 to 2011 mary mcaleese has served as president of ireland and become one of the most popular
presidents ireland has ever known representing ireland on the world stage through the highs of the celtic tiger and
the lows of recent years she has sounded a voice that is trusted and respected and has become one of the finest
examples of what ireland could and should be her tenure focussing on the building of bridges creating an inclusive
society celebrating all the peoples of ireland is mapped out here in a book that will become a touchstone for all
those who have lived through these times containing all key speeches that have shaped the 14 year term of
president mary mcaleese
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from 1997 to 2011 mary mcaleese has served as president of ireland and become one of the most popular
presidents ireland has ever has known representing ireland on the world stage through the highs of the celtic tiger
and the lows of recent years she has sounded a voice that is trusted and respected and has become one of the
finest examples of what ireland could and should be her tenure focusing on the building of bridges creating an
inclusive society and celebrating all the peoples of ireland is mapped out here in a book that will become a
touchstone for all those who have lived through these times
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this book its accompanying cd reflects the vision of a united europe as expressed in the speeches of the world s
greatest statesmen from victor hugo s far sighted idea of 1849 through the speeches of churchill blum schuman to
the statements of kohl havel gorbachev the growing vision of europe is presented in this text containing excerpts
from over 50 speeches statements to the council of europe also contains a detailed chronology a cd with 35
extracts from the speeches in the original language this text will be of interest to historians all those interested in
the formation growth of a greater europe
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a firsthand look at the life and leadership of one of america s greatest military commanders george c marshall this
collection of speeches and statements offers insight into marshall s strategic thinking and his role in shaping u s
foreign policy during the mid 20th century this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states
of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
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spine title reads public papers of the presidents harry s truman 1951 contains public messages and statements of
the president of the united states released by the white house from january 1 december 31 1951 also includes
appendices and an index item 574 a related items public papers of the presidents collection can be found here
bookstore gpo gov catalog public papers presidents
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the words of john f kennedy propelled a nation and moved the world now kennedy s views and visions have been
compiled into one classic volume by his longtime friend and adviser theodore c sorensen photos
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surprisingly there is little or no work on the speeches statements or writings of turkish president recep tayyip
erdogan this is a collection of tayyip erdogan s few recent speech s and statements from last couple of years the
sources are the official presidential website and anadolu agency this is in no way any attempt to present any
exhaustive resource or data base on the subject rather to give a taste of some interesting collection of his speeches
and statements following recent events like the failed coup attempt of july 2016 and the recent conflicts in the
region
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